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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,for inhumanity there's never been a century like it.58 million people died in the slaughter of two world wars.Stalinist Russia killed 20 million of its own people.It's estimated that Mao killed about 40 million in China,the Nazi's killed 6 million Jews,2 million were killed in Vietnam,3 million in Korea and 1994 in Rwanda,1 million ordinary people were suddenly turned on and killed by their neighbours,and all the while in this bloody century the private and individual murder of one human being by another has risen inexorably.What are the conditions that allow man to be inhuman to man on such a scale,and can a scientific study of the mind ever uncover the roots of inhumanity or evil?
 I'm joined by Jonathan Glover,a philosopher and Director of the Centre of Medical Law and Ethics at King's College,London.His new book "Humanity:A Moral History of the 20th Century" has prompted this discussion, and Dr Gwen Adshead who's main job is as a consultant psychiatrist at Broadmoor special hospital,and she's written several books on ethics.
 Jonathan Glover,people were very optimistic about humanity at the start of this century,what was the basis for their optimism?

Jonathan Glover : Well,I think the -in Europe at least - there had been a hundred or so years of largely unbroken peace,since the Napoleonic wars.People believed that human beings were progressing,were making moral progress.People believed there was a moral law that said we all knew how we should behave,and it was thought that barbarism was a thing of the past,we were gradually growing out of.

Melvyn Bragg : Do you think those conditions,now appear - before we get into the 20th century - do you think those conditions now appear almost freakish?

Jonathan Glover : Yes,I think they do.I think that it isn't true that the 20th century is unique in barbarism.Barbarism has disfigured all of human history,with a few isolated calm bits.

Melvyn Bragg :  We do seem to have stepped up the pace though.

Jonathan Glover :  Well that,quite a lot,is technology I believe.A few people can decide something which results in vast numbers of people being killed,often far away.

Melvyn Bragg :   But can we just come back to the beginning of the century,to set the scene,first of all? Was it the sort of ,the rule,imperial rule of the British and the navy ruling the waves,the American consti......America being allowed to develop peacefully in all sorts of ways,and so on? Were there any key factors in that hundred years which have sort of .....gave people a feeling at the end of the 19th,early 20th centuries? You said that "barbarism had been confined to the museum" and so on.

Jonathan Glover :  Well,I think it was really just that the settlement at the end of the Napoleonic wars had lasted really pretty well.I mean there had been the Franco-Prussian war,and there was a lot of bloodshed in colonial conquests and colonial wars,but I think it was that the political settlement had lasted,and then there are reasons why it started to disintegrate at the beginning of the 20th century.

Melvyn Bragg : Now it's difficult to distinguish,although you say that all centuries have known their barbarism,including the 19th century although not much in Europe,and I agree with that,but by any body count factor,and it's not just technology,I think we can dispute that,the 20th century has been particularly barbarous,it's difficult to know where to start from.We look at Stalin and Mao and Rwanda and so on,but the holocaust,I'll come to Gwen in one moment,but one of the things that people are still puzzling about is the holocaust involved so many,in heavy quotes,"ordinary people" unquote,on the German side,who then committed what we can still scarcely speak of as atrocities.Now can we......how did they overcome what could have been called their restraints to do that?

Jonathan Glover :  Well,I think there are a number of different ways.One was that there was a system of belief [that'll get you every time -LB],which said that Jews were to blame for the defeat in the first world war. Hitler and his followers tended to believe in the stab in the back theory,and particularly that the Jews had done this stab in the back.Secondly was very powerful propaganda,which dehumanised the Jews,so that it was easy.....there were films showing Jews looking particularly horrible,intercut with shots of rushing hordes of rats,for instance.So there was a build up of dehumanisation and hatred.

[And don't forget the idea of genetic determinism which posited that the master race was actually inherently physically better than other peoples,and so there was a justification for genocide.The population was being cleansed of lesser people who would diminish humanity as a whole by being either bodily weak or weak minded -LB]

There was also the segregation of the Jews.They were firstly removed and then killed later.Then there was the trampling on their dignity.One of the great protective barriers,is respect for people's dignity,and the humiliation that was imposed upon the Jews,I mean when the Nazis took over Vienna,the Jews being forced to scrub the streets with tooth brushes amid jeering SS men.These humiliations removed the barrier of respect for people's dignity.Then again there was the fragmentation of responsibility.Every person thought that they were only a cog in a machine.
[The idea that personal responsibility is fragmented in this way comes from the idea that society or community is more important than the individual.As was shown in last weeks programme,the individual must come first,and society be a system that emerges from them.This is the way that people can be subverted if they don't take responsibility for their own contribution.Group mentality such as religion subverts the propensity of the individual to be responsible for their actions  -LB Ref:Green File:Inoutmi1].

This person is only arranging the train time table.This person is only arresting them,and taking them somewhere else where they're going to go.This person is only supplying some gas for a camp,and so on.

Melvyn Bragg :  So are these.......? Was this accretion.......? Can I come back to that in a second? But Gwen Adshead,do you find any response in what Jonathan Glover has said in the individual patients you deal with in Broadmoor? Do you find any connection there between what we're talking about as a mass event and what we're talking about with you is individual people who have committed wicked and evil acts?

Gwen Adshead  : Very much so.I think that.....I suppose the best analogy I can draw is something between,I suppose the....a melody played on an individual instrument and taken up and elaborated by an orchestra.
[That's a good analogy,supposing that there is a correlation between the two -LB]
That sort of distinction between the individual and the sort of larger group,because I think that,one of the.....many of the themes that you've just outlined,about a sort of gradual process of dehumanisation,a sort of whittling away,gradual humiliations are things that I certainly see,not only,sometimes in the histories of the people that I work with who have committed acts of literally sometimes,unspeakable violence,but also,in terms of,sometimes what they've actually done.I think one of the things......what I'm struck by when I'm working with individuals is all the devices that they use to try and make it all right for them,to have done what they have done.Because most people....all the people that I am working with are struggling to live in a way,with what they've done,and that's true as much in prisons.I used to be a visiting psychiatrist in prisons,and I think it's just as true for ordinary prisons as well as a special hospital,and what I'm always struck by is the individual trying to make sense of what he's done,and what I hear in their stories,and what they often when they are arrested on remand,is a hist.....is often a quite recognisable script,rather like what you've been saying Jonathan,about "I only did this.....the victim was really much more blameworthy than it appears".It's all...it's all like a small scale version of what you've been describing.

[It's interesting that they try to "make sense" of what they've done.Such things are probably irrational acts excepting pathological persons.It seems that there is an attempt to rationalise the actions,although it maybe that such people may not see why they should be judged by society's moral rules,because although cognisant of what they have done,they deny the right of society to judge them.This has happened in closed communes who have tried social experiments using different systems.Similar things are true of peoples such as the Amish who might have different codes of behaviour.Others may not have a conscience and be unable to tell that they have to "police" their own actions.But for those people who "know" they have done "wrong" as our society sees it,it seems that they default to rationalisation as a basis for justification.If lack of conscience is a biological fault as opposed to a social dysfunction (nature rather than nurture,and possibly there is only nature that alters with influence over time) then those with conscience who recognise they are wrong,may be indicating that rationalisation or "finding a reason to justify action" is a fundamental property of a brain,and therefore,if so,anyone who "believes things" or has an irrational basis for justifying their actions could be said to have a dysfunctioning brain. Of course this will go down like a lead balloon,since some irrational acts are compassionate even though they "don't make sense",for instance,risking one's life to save another,but presumably the reason will be "I value their life as much as my own" and such actions can be rationalised.The idea of a dysfunctioning brain being behind irrational belief also leads to ideas similar to Hitler's presuming that some people are mentally deficient.Even presuming that such a thing is the case,it does not follow that they should be eradicated.Anyone who took such action would then become a victim of his own supposed rationalising and end up in Broadmoor for being a genocidal maniac,attempting to rationalise your eradication of "mentally dysfunctional people" and starting the whole cycle off again.We really need to know whether rationalisation is a fundamental process in a biological brain,or whether it's an idea that only has mathematical credibility in a social structure -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  So you think the individual can be translated in to the mass without something else happening?
[Evidence shows that people en masse act differently,to individuals,and that the group can have properties that aren't in an individual.The properties emerge out of the collection of individuals -LB Ref: Grey File:Focus4.wri]

That's one of the things that fascinates me.Is mass behaviour......a different......do different rules,different qualities apply when we're talking about mass behaviour?
[See P.Zimbado {Deindividuisation}]

Gwen Adshead  :  It..it...I agree with you,I think it is the most interesting thing,really is about some.. something...what happens between the gap between the individual and the group.I mean I'm a group therapist by training,so I'm particularly interested in how groups work together and I run groups in the hospital where I work and I think what's interesting is to look at sort of what are the dynamics that happen between a group of individuals [There's that contradiction in terms again,but we know what she means eh? -LB],when you get them together as a group,and there's been quite a lot written actually about what happens to people when you put them in a large group,and I think there's a question in my mind about whether there's something about very large groups,very large communities that can actually link,that actually respond to this question of conformity that you raise in your book for example,the Milgram experiments and so forth about how people who can respond with conformity ,only obeying orders,and "it's not really my responsibility".

[There have been two experiments that I recall that cover this.One was where volunteers were asked  to administer electric shocks to people if they got answers to questions wrong,the volunteers were prepared to administer potentially lethal shocks to people,but when questioning the validity of the shocks they conformed to the authority of the scientist in charge.65% of people were prepared to go up to 450 volts,the maximum in the experiment.
Likewise nurses were put in situations where they administered potentially lethal doses of drugs to patients, under the authority of doctors,even though they knew it could kill.In other words these people were prepared to accede that those in authority knew better than they did,even when it defeated their own common sense notions of what they thought was right,or what they knew would be the consequences of their actions.
 Under these circumstances,it is obvious that a cynical,sceptical questioning person is prerequisite to challenge authority lest the masses be overtaken by an authoritarian figure.
The idea that "you should just do as you're told" or subsume to some arbitrary framework of behaviour purely because someone sanctions it can have terrible consequences,as it did under Hitler.These experiments show the gullibility and sheep-like capacity of a large number of people,and thus it explains why religion maintains such a stronghold in society,given that there is an omnipresent meme not to question the authority of the behaviour framework.This is very dangerous,as is shown by the consequences of cult activities -LB]

I wonder if there is something about individuals joining groups that does seem to...you can lose your responsibility in a larger group.

Melvyn Bragg : Jonathan,what do you see as the connection between research in the individuals,and does that give you enough.....doe that,is that a good source of information for talking about what's happened to masses of people,involved in this century?

Jonathan Glover : I think it's a good source,but a partial source.I think in order to understand the Nazis ,it is actually illuminating to look at the sort of upbringing that the leading Nazis,the people who ran the camps had.They were given horrendously authoritarian,disciplinarian type upbringings.

[As are people like John List,who like others,killed because of the way he was brought up in a highly disciplined allegiance to biblical teaching.Where ever anyone's capacity to question  there own motivation and that of others is subverted and replaced with an authoritarian teaching there is the propensity for unspeakable acts of evil perpetrated in the name of "what is right" -LB]

The exact opposite of the sort of upbringing,that the people who bravely rescued Jews in Poland,for instance, characteristically had,where they were encouraged to have a morality based on sympathy and reasoning and discussion,rather than obedience and conformity.

[Exactly,even though some people in the church were those who rescued Jews from the Nazis,utilising there moral qualities for good,in general the kind of obedience and conformity that the Nazis had been subject to is a similar regime propagated by the church (mainstream).Those qualities which Jonathan alludes to might be described as "humanist".In this it can be seen quite clearly,that although it is not a case of distinct black and white,in general a humanist policy is better than any teaching that preaches conformity and obedience.Most churches have the latter policy,and this only ingrains a sanctimonious judgmental view into their psychology.
 It also seems obvious that one can have a humanist approach without any distinct doctrine being preached and therefore in general religion is damaging to the human condition,by impelling allegiance and subservience to a particular regime that purports that it is "good" where in fact any regime that is authoritarian and conformist is likely to cause the type of thing witnessed by the Jews.Intolerance is a direct consequence of paying allegiance and homage to a system with no rational basis -LB]

But the individual psychopathology can't,I think be the whole story.Because,as you said it's a matter of often ordinary people,who haven't had any special horrible upbringing,who,one way or another,participate in terrible atrocities.

[Perhaps that is the point.They are then malleable and gullible enough to be taken in by ANY system if it is extreme enough in its views.They are at liberty to be magnetised in any direction because they do not have any particular allegiance (like floating voters).Without  the propensity of questioning and reasoning they have no protection from anyone wishing to manipulate them.This is why the apathy in our society is very dangerous.It means that if anyone is extreme enough the mass will follow them by default,rather like poking a hole in a dam.A cynical attitude protects a person from suggestions that have no fundamental validity,and an anti-authoritarian attitude protects from being manipulated by those with an agenda -LB]

I think one of the things that normally restrains people,I mean it's not by any means the only thing,but normally restrains people in everyday life from committing atrocity,is simply group pressure,and some societies the group pressure works the other way.In some societies,the pressure is against you.You're stigmatised if you help a Jew,or in the Chinese cultural revolution,you help a reactionary,you're stigmatised.So that sort of pressure makes people conform.

Melvyn Bragg :  The....you....er,I enjoyed the book very much indeed,and you refer to Aristotle at one stage,he said "virtues cultivated by the practice of virtuous acts",and the opposite is true,vice can be cultivated,if that's the word,strengthened,encouraged,by the practice of wicked acts,I presume?

[Let's not forget that what is wicked and what is not is a matter of value judgement,however much mutual assent there may be.The argument of mutual assent is oft used by the religious as a means to showing its objectivity, when in fact it doesn't.As Steve Jones said in a cannibal justified eating humans by saying that God wouldn't have made them out of meat if he didn't want them eaten.Whilst it might be "right" for a cannibal,for the rest of us it might be seen as "wrong".As a vegetarian,I merely extend the type of reaction our culture has to eating other humans to other animals.I don't see it as morally wrong to eat animals.I merely see the inconsistency in the "man as superior to creatures" view.If we are superior,it is because of consciousness and a moral conscience.If we use this we are led to vegetarianism.If you eat meat,there is little point in claiming man as superior to a creature,since his only presumed superior quality is being ignored when eating creatures.Even though we are biological omnivores,we have the ability to make conscious decisions,and if you do not use this,and eat meat on the basis of being a biological omnivore,then you are no better than any other creatures, contrary to the assertion "man is superior".
 The IFAW take exception to the way dogs and other animals are eaten in the East,and it is hard to see how to justify any problem about this if we eat meat ourselves,as it is just imposing our value system.There may be a point to be made about killing humanely.But to be it is an indictment of the human condition that killing can be described in terms which reference it to our species as if it was an inherent capacity.As is claimed in this discussion,man seems to have been plagued by killing and death,not least to himself,by himself,and the idea that he was becoming more civilised has diminished.
 It seems to me that if humans didn't kill anything,including other creatures,we would be following Aristotle's dictum.As has been said by others,how we treat animals is a reflection of how we treat each other,and in the event of aliens landing here,would we like to be treated in the same way we treat animals or each other? -LB
Ref: Yellow File:Stein1.wri {Speciesism and the Idea of Equality}]

Jonathan Glover : Yes.I think there's a lot to Aristotle's remark.I think that very often people start to behave in a way they do because they're conforming,because they're under social  pressures,and then they rationalise it and it becomes a habit which they justify.

[So rationalisation could be used as means to embed and entrench conformity,by finding reasons why it is right to do as you're told.Gosh that's a tricky one!!!! -LB]

Gwen Adshead  :  I mean the acquisition of vir.......the acquisition of virtue and pro-social behaviours is a developmental task,I think that children do engage in,and you can see...you can see the tension between virtuous and vicious behaviour in very young children.

[Intriguingly experiments with children show that when told not to do something and left alone and spied upon candidly the children will do what they have been told not to,but lie about it,presumably to avoid any negative response from the adult.This seems to indicate that the child has the "If....then.....else" reasoning that maybe a core function of being rational,although it can't be everything,since we leap beyond logic.
 If it says :
Condition 1.I don't wish to be punished.
Condition 2.Punishment will be the result of not doing what I am told.
Condition 3.I wish to not do as I am told.

when asked "Have you done what you were told?",the child reasons that the only response is "Yes",even though in fact it didn't do as it was told.It assumes that the knowledge of the adult is lacking,and this capability of having a model of what's in someone else's mind is the kind of thing which goes astray in Autism.
It could be that anti-social behaviour or unsubstantiated belief systems are borne of such a scheme becoming a tangled mess of contradictory conditions,or a propensity to negate the "If...then...else" process.What is very confusing is when people with irrational beliefs attempt to rationalise them using the above scheme,rather like a criminal attempting to justify his actions.
 Circular arguments develop,which are self-justifying/unjustifiable.Strangely,this is the same thing that is the end product of "Why are we here?" (Because we're here) or "Why did the universe start?"(It just did). Possibly this might be connected with mathematical ideas about "Limit cycles" or circumstances where generic types of behaviours occur in a system.In this it's needs to be understood what,if anything is wrong with going round in a circle.Of course it doesn't fit into a formal logical reasoning scheme with axioms,but if someone uses this process and doesn't thing there's anything wrong with doing so,what's actually wrong with it?
 Does "it not making any sense" rely on acceding to formal logical scheme,or is the brain fundamentally a reasoning organ,and the formal scheme a real description of what the brain is doing,and therefore anyone who defeats this is just plain "wrong",since their brain "not thinking properly"? -LB]

Really from very early ages,early as 18 months,and there's some very nice research that shows how children acquire more virtuous behaviour and indeed about ones who acquire more anti-social behaviour and demonstrate that,and I think...but I think.....

Melvyn Bragg :  But how they've acquired it is by nurture,it's by teaching and example?

Gwen Adshead  :  It's ....it's...it's main.....it seems to be mainly by nurture that there's.....there doesn't seem to be really any convincing evidence for either anti-social behaviour or indeed for virtue,

[You cannot have these in principle as "virtue" and "social behaviour" are by definition social notions,not biological ones.The brain is a biological organ and presumably personality owes most of what it is to the arrangements in the brain at a fundamental level (that's all you are after all) and it's creation is subject to genes.But the genetic determinism ideas defeat the role of conditions such as being "virtuous" or "anti-social" to have a developmental aspect as a person lives a life.The brain is a dynamic structure,and changes under influence from stimuli.It might be that someone might have a predisposition for certain tendencies ,but such things as "criminality" are social concepts.Biology has no idea what a criminal is and so can't code for it.Though it maybe that someone can be born with little regard for others and selfish tendencies and little conscience,with predisposes them toward the type of behaviour that is called "criminal" by society.
 All brains are subject to the initial environment of a womb (test tubes notwithstanding) and so initially they all have the same environment,presuming that subtle chemical differences aren't influential (which they might be).Other than genetics there doesn't seem to be any reason why they aren't all blank canvases waiting to be painted on after birth,though given that there seem to be people who have tendencies that stay regardless of environment,it tends to suggest that they have in-built capacities.Blank canvas or not,I don't like the idea that people's social capacities are reduced to genetics,since this makes a fundamental metaphysical mistake -LB (See Pirsig and Mary Midgeley Ref:Inourt4.wri]

and I think......but I think by far the most important impact is something about environment.But I think the other...I mean the relevant point here I suppose is that development doesn't stop in childhood.People continue to develop throughout adulthood and I think that this may help us to understand how it is that a community,a political community could get itself..could lose it's moral identity perhaps in the way that happened in Nazi Germany,and I think if you....I mean I think Victor Klemperer's diaries,the second volume which has just been published,they're a fascinating account of what it was to be a Jew in Dresden,and to.....and the gradual,as you say the gradual accretion ,the gradual dimunition of identity there.

Melvyn Bragg :   Can I turn from ,as it were,the holocaust to a Russian example.Again taking something from your book,Jonathan,which is full of......which is full of marvellous things from yourself,and from other people. There's this quotation from Solsenytzyn,where he's talking about the....a question which again seems to me to be sensible......central and rather (indistinct) that anybody could do these things,that we're all capable of doing these things. Solsenytzyn seems to reinforce that,he says,"if only.....if only there were evil people somewhere insidiously committing evil deeds,if only it were necessary to separate them from the rest of us,but the line dividing good and evil cuts through the heart of every human being.It is,after all,only because of the way things worked out that they were the executioners and we weren't",

[The myth that there are "evil" people is propagated by religion.The view here is perhaps more cognisant of the human state,of being capable of being influenced to action,good or bad,under social conditions,and for that action to be judged by others.The capacity of being in the wrong or right,is judged historically.If Hitler had won,society would have been talking of the glorious triumph of National Socialism and the holocaust if it was remembered at all would be the righteous riddance of the dysfunctional and irrelevant citizens.Likewise if Saddam Hussein had got the better of the West then the infidels would have been routed and a righteous Muslim regime would be in place.Religion is wrong for propagating this myth.As is said here,if only there were absolutes so that we could be rid of evil once and for all,alas this is naive and absurd,one man's meat is another's poison,someone will always think what someone else does is wrong.But with religion or any conformist doctrine there is a higher likelihood of judgement taking place by referring to "absolute" ideas of good and evil.Possibly things would be better without this intolerance -LB]

directly contradicted by another quote from you from Primo Levi [Ref: "The Truce";Green File:World15.htm], which says,"to confuse them with their victims is a moral disease".Now I'm on Levi's side there.I think that everybody's capable of all sorts of evil,is....I don't think it's accurate,it's some kind of cop out,what do you think?

Jonathan Glover : Well,I am roughly on the same side as you,but I think it's a bit more complicated.As Primo Levi says,it's...does no service to truth to pretend that everybody is the same.There are real differences between those who were Nazis and those who were their victims,and as he says it does no service to truth just to blur the distinction.But all the same,I think that it's in part a matter of the good fortune or bad fortune of the kind of upbringing you've had when young for instance,and other factors,that makes the difference.

[Which presumes that we know what "good fortune" and "bad fortune" are.We don't,they are value judgements -LB]

The kind of person you are makes a difference to whether you participate in atrocities or not.

[I think that misses the point.As was said earlier,unwitting behaviour can contribute.Just carrying on as normal can allow an atrocity to take place.The guy who sold the gas was possibly just doing his usual job at a hardware store.It is only by positive and affirmative action that an atrocity is stopped.The devil steps in when good men do nothing.Those ordinary people may have contributed merely by not doing anything different.They may not have actively participated,but neither did they actively react against Nazism.I think Levi is only correct when referring to actual practical situations.Solsenytzyn gets to the core of human attributes and the capacity of social ideology to influence behaviour.We would all like as not,fight to protect something we fundamentally valued,and who can say how far we would go to protect it,not knowing the circumstances.I would like to think that I would never kill anyone under any circumstances,let alone kill lots of innocent people,but as in other situations,it seems that we are all part beast,and that the "mental policeman" can go on holiday allowing base attributes to come to the fore.More likely is the kind of thing that happens in "Forbidden planet" where the highly moral or intellectually moral person,is unwittingly overtaken by the base creature by not giving it credit for being part of human nature.It seems that we are exhibiting "control" over a force that we consider to be "evil" in that it urges us to do abhorrent things,and was it not for the moral sentry we would indeed,all be capable of such actions.Is there anyone who hasn't thought of an indecent act and wondered however momentarily what it might be like to perpetrate it,only to shudder at the thought and quickly push aside any potential to action?
 The brain,presumably is capable of conceiving of any activity,including immoral ones.We're all capable of considering revenge or retribution for what we consider is an unjustified act committed against us,and the thought is created.It seems that only afterwards is this thwarted by a secondary process which checks whether the action is ethical or socially or morally viable and rescinds any possible action.This might be the conscience. If this process is lacking then another person might be deemed criminal,for actually carrying out the thought as an action.If the conscience has a physical location or exists as a discreet function or process in the brain and the lack of it could be traced to a genetic problem,perhaps there would be a better basis for genetic determinism,but I don't see here,how it is possible to show that Solsenytzyn is wrong -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   But lot's of people have......sorry....

Jonathan Glover : But the kind of person you are is,in turn,partly the product of factors outside your own control.

Melvyn Bragg :   But lot's of people can have authoritarian upbringings.I mean many people in this country, Britain,had very stern upbringings when they were children,very stern indeed,before the first world war and between the wars,from ones own family,you know how people were very strictly monitored at home and in school,yet they didn't go out and start sort of behaving in an evil way?

[Didn't they? This again presumes evil is objective,it isn't.Some of those people are now politicians who sell arms to foreign countries and then say that those countries are a threat and use this as a ploy to wage war and kill people.All those people who were referred to in their millions at the start of this discussion,were killed by these people who "didn't go out and start acting in an evil way".Richard Nixon was judged at the time and by history to have reacted paranoically and to have used unwarranted force against "peace protesters" who were angry about Vietnam.Presumably he had a strict authoritarian upbringing and though he knew what was "right". Communism was seen as a threat,even though in many of these discussions,it is seen to have virtues.It was "different",and like many authoritarian systems intolerance of differences is an inevitable consequence.Many of the actions taken by our heads of state and captains of industry I view as evil,mostly because of their sanctimonious and pompous view that they are doing what is right for everybody.
 The MAFF for instance is carrying out a cull of badgers (which are protected by law) just to see if it is an effective control of Bovine TB.My protestations to MAFF as this being the equivalent of the holocaust have gone without consideration,not least that in a democracy,it should be partly my call as to whether any such actions are carried out (this is one of those governmental minutiae that I would love to vote on on line). Moreover it is not only callous,it doesn't make any sense,(they could be removed,rather than killed),and as before one wonders at the mentality of people capable of this,who are in our civil service.
If someone with enough authority said to them "Kill some people to see if it an effective control of AIDS",would they carry it out? What is to stop them? As before if they can treat animals in such a casual fashion,how would they treat human beings? These people seem quite capable of killing humans given the right circumstances -LB]

Jonathan Glover :  I'm not saying that .....that's just one causal factor,there are all sorts of causal factors.I'm less confident than Gwen is that there is no genetic component,for instance.I think that if one looks at say the difference between levels of violence in men and women,one wonders a bit whether there isn't an innate component.

Melvyn Bragg :   But I think it's something you have to.......I'm glad we're talking about this,because it really gets on my nerves when people say,you know,the English,the British could have been just as fascistic as the Germans in the 30s and 40s,all the evidence is against that,in any sensible,reasonable,relative sense,and yet it goes on.

[Perhaps not at that time,in those circumstances,but maybe they could in another time with other circumstances -LB]

It's a kind of.....seems to me to be...more than a canard,it seems to me just to be mistaking the way people behave. If that were true then you Gwen would find that we were all capable of being the psychopaths you deal with at Broadmoor.

[Is there not such a thing as a mental breakdown? Can not people snap under duress? Is there a distinct difference between those in Broadmoor,and anyone who's personality flips out due to environmental or social changes.It seems to me that what we're asking is are those in Broadmoor biologically made psychopaths,and can you have psychopaths that are made by society? Or is such a behaviour a combination of such influences? If so can we really be sure that everyone isn't capable of such action? -LB]

Gwen Adshead  :  Well,it is...it is a complex area,and to sort of collapse into a sort of simple cause and effect statements I think is too....in a way to be responded to the anxiety that these type of questions raise,because I think that there's a distinction between saying that everybody has the capacity to get into evil states of mind,it's quite different from saying that everybody has the capacity to act evily,

[I think that's the distinction I was making -LB]

and it's quite another to say that that would necessarily happen,and I  think it's quite important to distinguish those,I mean,for example you just take the example of early childhood experience,you're absolutely right,that it's quite clear that only a proportion of people who are,for example,exposed to repetitive fear and humiliation as children go on to become perpetrators of violence in adulthood.

[Then what is it that stops it in some and not in another's? That tends to suggest that there is such a thing as a "weak mind" and a "strong mind".One that is highly socially influenced and one with a better sense of self and self-control.What are the biological factors? -LB]

However it is equally true to say that nearly all the individual perpetrators of severe violence that we see in the hospital,and indeed in prisons too,nearly all of them have been exposed to extremes of fear and violence in childhood.So that the equation...it's not a two way equation.

[Not all who have been exposed become violent,but those who become violent have been exposed,another case of A implying B,doesn't necessarily mean that B implies A.Non-commutativity sure gets around! -LB]

So I think.....I think what that tells us is that the developmental capacity to do these things is complicated and it's affected not only by childhood experience,not only by genes and what you just said about gender Jonathan is wildly provocative,and perhaps we can come back to it,but I think that....I think that we can't underestimate the question about political identity and whether the British could have been as fascistic,I mean if we had had a government like Hitler's?
[That was my point,other circumstances might have created other behaviours -LB]

If we'd had.....

Melvyn Bragg :   But we didn't.

[And that was my other point.Levi is talking about what ACTUALLY happened,and  Solsenytzyn is talking about what COULD happen under different circumstances -LB]

Gwen Adshead  :  We didn't,but that's the point isn't it,you know?

Melvyn Bragg :   I mean all Europe was going fascist,and we got one,Mosely and he was booed off the field.

[But that could be that our government had already planted the seed or used propaganda that Hitler's ideas were "wrong" as defined by their own moral outlook and vested interests in their own agenda.Given the experiments detailed above,showing how subject to authority people are,it's not surprising that they took exception to anyone espousing these views.They had been told to revile them.You can't definitively say that they had an inherent sense of what was right,or that each individual had decided for himself that it was correct to revile this position.The mass is easily manipulated,as is shown by the capacity of them to take in things which are easily shown to be untrue.How many people believe media hyped stories,like alien landings,moon landing conspiracies and "bomber on the moon" or "bus in the arctic" type stories? Gullibility and will to believe is a highly influential factor.It doesn't take much to convince a mob of anything,especially if it appeals to some cherished ideas that they already have like "Britishness" that has been exploited in the recent French beef fiasco.I'm quite sure that Churchill exploited something of this kind in rallying the populace to revile Nazism.
 Mrs Thatcher,was less successful in the Argentinean conflict,as this suffered from similar problems to the Vietnam conflict,some people were more cynical about her motives,especially the satirists,but as usual Sun readers could be depended on to defend any kind of evil perpetrated in the name of  xenophobic "Britishness" and mindless patriotism -LB]

Gwen Adshead  :  Absolutely,so  I think that,if we had,perhaps,somehow,got to that collective state of mind....

Melvyn Bragg :   I mean I mean there was nastiness around,there was anti-semitism,but that's different from what was going on in Germany and Austria and Spain and all over the place.

Gwen Adshead  :  Absolutely,but I think also to be politically fascist of course,is not the same as.....I don't think should be equivalent with the idea of being evil,I mean this is not the same thing.There's something about a political identity which is not quite the same I think as a moral identity,and the one thing...the other thing I would say is that even if you thought there was an intertwining of experience in terms of victims and perpetrators,even if there's some...I mean Primo Levi does talk about this,both the oppressors and victims need refuge and protection,but the point is that that they both have...they have a moral valence,that's quite different,and what we decide about them morally seems to me to be quite different.

Melvyn Bragg :  Jonathan?

Jonathan Glover : I want to say two things.One is that we had a different history leading up to the 30s.We hadn't had the humiliation of defeat in the first world war,and the economic collapse to the degree that Germany did,so it's a bit hard to tell how we would have behaved if we'd had that history.But the other thing is that culture makes a difference.If one looks at the different occupied countries under the Nazis,one finds that the response to Nazism was very different.So it isn't just a matter of individual upbringing.Culture makes a huge difference.Jonathan Steinberg has a wonderful study of the difference between Italians and Germans who both were officially on the same side,both officially committed to the sending off the Jews,and the wonderful way in which the Italians all the way down to the most humble soldier,had a history and tradition of resisting and refusing,so when the Nazis came to demand that the Italians rounded up the Jews,they were given the run about in all sorts of ways.They were told the orders hadn't come through yet,so the Nazis went up to the higher people and they said "We can't understand how the orders haven't got through".In all sorts of ways,different cultures lead people to behave in different ways,and that's a very important factor.

Melvyn Bragg : Yes it is.They still managed to get rid of quite a few Jews from Italy though,didn't they?

Jonathan Glover : They did,but not nearly to the same extent that happened in Germany or in Poland.

Melvyn Bragg :  Or in Hungary,yeah.You talk....if the servants of evil regimes become embroiled in activities little by little,what of its leaders? How are they able to get away with it,and to impose their will Jonathan? I mean we talking about will,it brings us to Nietzsche [Ref:Video N46: "Human,All Too Human"]quite soon,and Hitler did take from Nietzsche said he's revealed something of the "primal being" in me Nietzsche said, err......Hitler said of Nietzsche,but how do leaders figure in this equation?

Jonathan Glover : Well,leaders sometimes are,as I think Hitler was,virtually psychopathic.I mean Hitler seems to me a person with absolutely no moral restraints,

[The fact that Hitler's view can be rested upon Nietzsche's thinking and justified in that way suggests that their is a certain kind of legitimacy to Hitler's view.Indeed,the idea that "faulty" people should be eradicated to make way for people who are more able,either in body or mind or both,makes a kind of sense,however repugnant it might be to intuitive notions about the sanctity of life or the rights of an individual to exist.In Hitler's case the problem may have been as Gwen and I suggested carrying the thought through to action,whereupon it is judged socially by others with other values,but I can't help feeling,like Mel,that it breeches some deeply convicted notion that it is just plain evil or at least lacking a moral sentry to veto the action.But it is a feeling,not a rational thought,and perhaps in this kind of situation feelings are more instructive than thoughts.
 The idea that Hitler was a psychopath maybe true,but there is a completely consistent thought process that leads to the kind of view which he represented,and it's hard to figure out whether he actually went through this process and rationalised it,or whether he was just lacking any moral consideration.It could be that he felt totally morally correct in his action,since there was almost an onus upon him to rid society of its faulty types,given the thought process that justifies that view.So I don't think you can conclude autonomously that Hitler was a psychopath or morally lacking -LB]

and,I mean all his preoccupation with morality was all about "cleansing" Germany from prostitutes and so on,as well as cleansing people from what he though was racial impurity.

[I guess there might be a view (holier-than-thou,possibly) that would judge prostitutes to be second rate people who ought to be got rid of,and this might stem from a strict authoritarian upbringing  that imposed certain values about sexuality and what it's social role was.Such a circumstance as prostitution is seen as (like homosexuality amongst other things) as part of that "Sodom and Gomorra" decline into a Caligula-like lack of morality.Argued from a purely biological and propogational view,prostitution could almost make sense.
I guess people's gut feeling is that it demeans the human condition by making sex and love a commodity, whereas they are held in high regard as being something more than a commodity,and that selling them as such "reduces" them to "nothing more than" a commodity.This seems,again to be connecting with the idea that people view humanity as "something more" than just materials.Indeed it is.Something emerges from those materials,and so anything which attempts to make a human being or it's activities merely material is seen as diminishing humanity.Indeed,prostitutes could be seen as slaves of pimps.
 Prior to now,slaves were used notably by the Egyptians,Romans,and the Negroes of America.Under those circumstances the idea of those who were against slavery is that humans are not commodities to be bought and sold we are "something more" and that to be a slave is to diminish that person as a human being.It is interesting that animals now are held in the same regard as a slave or perhaps a material object,and that their" worth" is defined almost purely in financial terms,rather than having any inherent value.With respect to prostitutes,those in the area say that they "lower the tone" of the area.Maybe the lowering is that a human quality is up for sale as a material object,when in fact it is something more than that.Here there seems to be the kind of distinction that Mel would like to make via Levi,no one can actually show what is being diminished,or that one side is anything more than subjectively better than the other,but it seems absurd to say that in practical terms and with respect to actual social circumstances that prostitutes are good moral people who do not lower the tone of the area.In short that they are "actually" doing something "wrong",without reference to any religious moral teaching,and that religious teachings that posit this view,have either embedded an intuitive notion into their text,or have coincidentally found themselves to run parallel with a truth.

The intuition is that the person has a basic sanctity which is lost when made into a slave.Likewise with the sexuality of a person,and when it is reduced to merely a commodity it sacrifices some unseen aspect.
 This is the kind of view that is espoused generally by the religious.They say "we are losing something" but they can hardly ever articulate what it is.If they can, it is never more than their view or their opinion based on their moral basis supplied from an unsubstantiated text.But possibly what they are articulating has a real basis,there is a real decline in standards,but as usual we are stuck with the knotty problem of whose standards we should have.This is why we need an objective metaphysics -LB Ref: R.Pirsig]

Sometimes there are psychopaths who happen to get power in times of great crisis.

[Like Hannibal Lecter being used as an advisor to the FBI to catch another killer?? -LB]

Sometimes they're cold fanatical ideologists,as Stalin was.Stalin I think wasn't,as it were,emotionally a psychopath,but was simply a person who,in a weird way,really believed in a system of belief which said that killing vast numbers of people was somehow the path to a better society.
[That's the distinction I was making with regard to Hitler -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Mmmm,you say.....you've said,Gwen that "we are born inhuman",that ......and we have morality instilled in us through some empathy with our parents and so on.

[This seems to be paying homage to the "blank slate" point of view.But I think it is fairly obvious that we cannot have any social rules in us until we have lived in society.This is perplexing as I find it difficult to understand how a animal knows to fear a human being,other than it being trained to by its parents.Ducklings will imprint on to a human without fear at birth,and only seem to fear humans after some time spent with adult birds.This seems to tie in with ideas of collective memory or Rupert Sheldrake's ideas (morphic resonance) that there is some kind of "meta-genetic" component that carries itself through a species.I think Sheldrake hasn't any idea of  how a society acts as a unity.Such long term continuing behaviours,are explained either by social upbringing at a very early stage,or by perhaps any factor in the genes which may influence behaviour that is common to a species.
 The idea that social behaviour somehow gets taken up into genes and coded into the next generation I think is pure nonsense.It seems entirely inconsistent with how genes work.I find it difficult to see how morality can be pre-programmed into a brain,and that behaviours such as these have to be learnt.I think Gwen is essentially correct.Moral ideologies are imposed from without,I find it difficult to see how someone can be born genetically with Christian moral values.They are required to be in a society and learn what those values are before accepting or rejecting those values -LB]

Gwen Adshead  :  Well,I'm not...yes......I'm not sure I would necessarily claim that people are born inhuman.I think that......

Melvyn Bragg : I think that....nevermind...I thought I was quoting you,but let's take the point.

Gwen Adshead  :   I think there's something perhaps about acquiring the capacity to be human that I do think it does happen as a developmental task and continues through life,and I don't think it's simply a features,as I say,of childhood,it continues to happen through life,and I think that what you've been describing,in relation to Hitler and Stalin,who of course have had,sort of,many psychological autopsies done on them,and...you know....and I think there is a very real question about whether it makes sense ot look at those men in terms of their individual psychopathology,because I don't......because they were historical creations,they were men in their time and their place and they had political power and I think that's important.

Melvyn Bragg : But from what you were saying...from your studies,what you've observed,do you think that the idea,goes back to the idea of original sin and before,that virtue has to be instilled,is very important,and if it isn't then in the gap......

Gwen Adshead  :   Mmmm,yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  ..that would be filled up by wickedness?

Gwen Adshead  :  I think...I think....I think that virtue and certainly a moral identity does have to be acquired, and that the capacity to be human is an acquired capacity.I think it maybe that the capacity is innate in everyone,but for it to flourish,to use an Aristotelian term,and for it to be fully developed is a developmental task that takes a whole lifetime,and some people never achieve it,and some never achieve it and some people only achieve it partially,some...and very few people,I think,never achieve it at all,but those people I think are very rare,and we don't see them all that often.The people that I work with more are usually people who have lost their capacity,their capacity for interpersonal relation,to be human has been diminished or whittled away,just like Hitler and Stalin.

[How does this make any biological sense? If we take ages,perhaps a lifetime to acquire social skills as fundamental as this,this impedes are capacity to look after young or to provide them with the same instruction.Or is there are natural selection taking place for those who are good at acquiring "being human" as a social trait? In that the quicker the capacity is filled with a moral attribute that works (judged by peers) the better able that person is to survive in a social context.This could be seen as why morals exist in a biological context.An acquired moral identity is a selection factor if it aids survival in a community by to some degree "being human".Those who don't have privileges removed or are jailed,there freedom is removed and they are unable to procreate unless marital rights are maintained.If foodstuffs are not as higher quality as they might be, this would also render them weak.This begs the question of whether there are any social natural selection criteria,and whether there is anything other than social natural selection criteria,since natural selection happens in an environment to an organism.
 The suggestion here though is that the basic primal human condition is basically evil and that we've had to strive to be good by asserting a positive control over a base beast.Lions kill,but they couldn't be said to be lacking an attribute "how to be a lion",and it's difficult to see how an "anti-social" lion might be defined,though maybe a zoologist might be able to tell.Maybe it's better to suggest that the basic human condition derives from our ancestry as an omnivore and predator and we still retain some of those instincts in our developmental history,and that any action that might be derived from a lacking of  an acquiring of moral identity is not innately evil,but closer to the primal being.Evil after all is a value judgement,and there is nothing inherently evil about a lion,it just perhaps relies on its instincts more than we do.Those that to anti-social things because of a "hole" in their morality might just be reverting to type,and this is no less evil than a cat toying with a mouse,we just impose human ideas upon such a situation and call it "cruel".Presumably the cat doesn't think so,and hasn't got a "hole".If people have "something more" than cats and not just an acquired human identity (as a cat might have a an acquired cat identity) then perhaps a human might have such a hole,where a cat might not expected to have one,but to me this looks like a value judgement is being made about the behaviour of those in Broadmoor that is merely a comparison with the expectations of the rest of society.They are not inherently evil,they are just evil as far as we are concerned  -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : The.... there are some people Jonathan Glover who think that the Godlessness of the 20th century,the comparative Godlessness has been huge a contributing factor to the barbarism,what's your view of that?

Jonathan Glover : I think the evidence goes both ways.I mean first it should be said that of course belief in God can lead to fanaticism,intolerance,cruelty,crusades and so on,and I speak here as an atheist,with some feeling! But on the other hand,I'm also aware that many of the people who behaved most bravely and courageously,did so on the grounds of principled religious commitment,and a non-religious believer,I see one of the central human tasks is to be...to create a way of being moral that doesn't require appeal to religious authority.

Melvyn Bragg : When I said at the start of the programme,I just recited a few statistics about the millions and millions that have been killed in this century,you ...your repost was,"well there's been barbarism in every century",with which I agreed,and that the increase in numbers is largely to do with technology,so do you actually think that human nature has not become more unleashed this century,that there's a steady pulse of wickedness which goes in a more or less regular rate throughout the centuries and what's happened now is it's just hit the fan because of the atom bombs and capacities for getting people to concentration camps and that sort of.....?

[Although technology looks like it can kill ever more effectively and in larger numbers (and it can) it is also more selective and restrained.Because of accurate targeting mechanisms,there is less (theoretically) collateral damage,meaning that innocents can be avoided.The idea and real consequences are shown quite effectively in the film "Blue Thunder" in the scene where the military helicopter and it's head-up-display hit-what-you-see helmet controlled gun-turret is supposed to be accurate enough to take out individual terrorists on a bus,whilst leaving the less of the passengers intact,in fact some of the innocent dummies get hit,and it is seen as an effective kill-ratio.Even if there are practical drawbacks and killing is still the main thrust,at least the idea is to minimise the killing of innocent parties,whereas before now anyone was seen as a target if you were in the wrong place at the wrong time.The idea (at least as it is hyped) is to take out the weapons of the enemy or supplies,minimising the injury or death to human life,especially civilians,if at all possible.Mel covered this in his discussion on the civilised/justifiable war.In this technology has aided fighting wars that cause less unwarranted death,even though there is a greater provision for mass destruction. Again is shown how much of a Pandora's Box technological progress is -LB]

Well if we fluctuate over time,I think people have always had both the capacity for great evil and the capacity  for great moral heroism and goodness.What I do think is that technology provides circumstances in which it's far easier for large numbers of people to do really terrible things,because the effects of what they do are at a distance and invisible.

Gwen Adshead  :  I think communication has something to the other changes there've been this century,is something to do with communication.The fact that you can spread your message about the evilness of your victim,you spread that message very easily,it can be transported,and I think that's one thing,and I wonder whether there's also been a sort of engagement with images of violence this century,that there perhaps wasn't in previous centuries.That it's possible,particularly through television and the cinema to see depictions of violence and have an image....we're presented with an image of violence in a very rigid way,rather like the way that you describe in your book Jonathan,where you describe a very...a rigid polarised...the victor....the aggressor,violent,triumphant person and the victim...the victims who just disappear.

Melvyn Bragg :  I mean,curiously enough one of the most vivid examples of inexplicable violence recently in Rwanda was more than encouraged by the radio.

Gwen Adshead  :  Absolutely.

Jonathan Glover : Though I want to say that in one way the media of mass communications do provide us with some hope,because there's also the sense that for the very first time in history really,there's a sense of a kind of  world public opinion which is starting to find atrocities intolerable,so that when atrocities happen in Kosovo or in East Timor,there's a widespread sense that something has to be done.Now what is done is not always effective, and sometimes arguably misguided and at considerable cost,but I think we're seeing the beginnings of a shared human consciousness that we are aware that all this is going on all over the world now,soon as it happens,and as a result there is some hope that we might start to shape institutions that would curb and control it.
[That's the idea of the UN isn't it? I think Jonathan is right,such terms as "Global society" and "Global communication" are bandied around all the time.This seems to be a direct consequence of the internet.Indeed I think it is likely to have a homogenising or averaging effect on people's attitudes as more communication takes place cross-culturally,and inter-socially,which hopefully will diminish extremism by having such attitudes in communication with other ideas that subject them to scrutiny and hopefully make them think twice rather than firmly implanting those ideas in an individual,and it would not necessarily make for blandness since their would be a dynamic exchange.Of course there is great opportunity for extreme ideas to gain ground faster and more effectively too,but hopefully such things will be self-policed by everyone else.I just hope it doesn't end up in the gutter where all mass things usually end up.We're already seeing that happen with XXX Spam.You'd think that they could leave the whole world at least one medium via which to communicate without having porn imposed upon it,they've already got the phones,TV,and paper publications after all.Strangely I don't think porn is on the radio,perhaps that's because it is neither interactive,nor uses visual imagery.Perhaps radio is the medium social progressers/free thinkers should use?? -LB]

Gwen Adshead  :  You see,I think it's interesting that you say that,because I think you're right,because I think that Shelley talked about,just as you do actually,Shelley talked about the imagination being an instrument for moral...for moral...for good,and I wonder whether......and I can think of a man that I worked with in a hospital who's used his imagination both for good and for terrible evil.He has used his creativity both to be a beautiful artist and create beautiful things,but also to be an appalling sadist [See,the Renaissance was an art therapy forum!! -LB],and I wonder whether that,what we have to struggle with,perhaps in the next century is something about how we use our imagination,and the images that we fill our imagination with,how we use our imagination profoundly affects I think,how we act.

[I have recently seen some of the awfully violent video games on release that allow horrendous killing and maiming to be in the interactive environment.Jehovah's Witnesses or not,these cannot fail to have a detrimental affect on the public psyche,as Aristotle suggested if we practice violence this will become our working methodology.Continued exposure violent imagery or obsession with sexual activity can only prove to be unhealthy.An excess of anything is not healthy,and such a diet is normalising the obsessions,and we are becoming desensitised to such things.Public news broadcasts and newspapers that dwell upon upon unhappy events only make people feel miserable and that there is not point to anything if no one can make it any better,and thus apathy is born from the impositions of these media.Like the Germans under Nazi rule,if each individual changed their personal activity,and did something positively different they could cause a change.The inactivity and "business as usual" apathetic stance is what causes the world to exist in the state that people complain of as "needing something more" or that it is an insufferable place.Life would not be "dukkha" if each individual took responsibility for their own lives and attempted to bring a portion of what they wanted in society,to society -LB]

Jonathan Glover :  Shelley said that "The poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world" and I was surprised after I'd finished my book,to find how much more often I'd quoted poets than philosophers.

[It's a good job I do both then isn't it!! -LB]

Gwen Adshead  :  Absolutely.

Melvyn Bragg :  Can we come back to - in talking of quotations - to a quotation I used when trailing this programme,from Nietzsche,over a hundred years ago,where he said ,"there can be no doubt that morality will eventually perish,which is the great spectacle in a hundred acts reserved for the next two centuries in Europe".
He does seem to have been on the right track,if you just look at the evidence,Jonathan.

[I think that such philosophers have got an instinctual understanding of civilisations,especially the one that they live in.But that they lack the timescale of an archaeologist.In the same way that living things are born live and die,so it could be that a civilisation could be seen as an organism made up of human cells,is born,lives and dies,and that it ultimately dies through becoming a victim of its own self analysis or progress.Such lifetimes seem to have an image described by an inverse X squared function,they rise,reach a peak and diminish.Indeed mathematical models based on John Conway's "Life",which have been used as the basis of such games as "Creatures"(which embodies birth rise and death of an individual by mimicking genetics) and "Populis" type games (Sim City etc.),which mimic social systems,start,grow,and almost inevitably diminish either over time or catastrophically.The diminishing process itself has mathematical analogies which describe various degrees of stability.In our society as Jonathan suggests the capacity for communication could be an unprecedented state -LB]

Jonathan Glover :   Well,he thought that the death of God which he believed in,and he believed that God had died,there wasn't a credible belief any more.He thought that would mean the collapse of the Judeo-Christian morality [No such luck! -LB],and he thought that would be both terrifying and wonderful [Terrifying for Judeo-Christians,wonderful for everyone else -LB].My belief is that we ought to try and keep certain key aspects of Judeo-Christian morality about loving our neighbour,about caring for other people,instead of the sort of ruthless struggle that Nietzsche believed in,we ought to develop that kind of morality in way that doesn't depend upon a religious authority which many of us now can't accept.

[Not throw the baby out with the bath water.As I said before,some of the codes for behaviour in religious doctrines may be viable because they are the thoughts of men who concluded basically workable scenarios or by accident have found themselves to be essentially aligned with what most people deduce from scratch anyway. In this it makes more sense to derive such principles from scratch rather than have them handed out in a book.As with practical psychology a person must be led to a cathartic state and attain self-discovery,they cannot be given self-discovery by definition,and the personal revelation of what works for the individual must come from that individual,it cannot come from without,otherwise the person is then dependent upon that source for it's attitudes.Someone who depends on a text for moral identity,is then like a person in counselling who becomes dependent the counsellor,as to how to live their lives.The counsellor can only be a guide,they cannot be the person and live their lives for them,or tell them how to do it.Likewise a text should not be a substitute for someone's moral identity -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Do you see....going....do you see any evidence that we can do that? That we're in control enough to do that? That people will be responsive to that being encouraged in them?

Gwen Adshead  :  Oh yes,yes I do,no I do ,because coming back to this question about innateness and about being..how...born inhuman or human,I think that what we do know is that we do have an innate drive to relate to each other.

[That's got to be biologically true.It is necessary in order to propagate.Indeed it may account for our obsession with sex in the media,or is that just cultural? -LB]

We actually...there is an innate drive I think to make relationships as people.We're not born to be alone,and in that....

Melvyn Bragg :  Those relationships can be war can't they?
[We relate to each other by dropping bombs on each other!! That's not my idea of a night out,but you may have a point there Mel! -LB]

Gwen Adshead  :   They can......I think that the challenge then is what we make of those relationships and how we treat others,particularly the vulnerable.

[And animals are the vulnerable,probably the most vulnerable,so how are relationships are with them indicates something of how well we are with each other.Under that view,we seem to be making minor progress,since their are attempts to ban fox hunting and people voted to give limited rights to apes on Tomorrow's World.But as I said with MAFF,the type of abhorrent mass cull just to test something is typical of the type of behaviour characterised by Hitler,and given that it is institutionalised,it puts a question mark of how morally sound our governmental institutions are -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Finally,just quickly,do you...in your researches have you found anybody who you would call, completely evil?

Gwen Adshead  :  Have I? I would...maybe states of mind,brief states of mind of complete evil,yeah I think I would say that.

Melvyn Bragg : Well,we'll have to leave it there.We were talking around the book "Humanity: A Moral History of the 20th Century" by Jonathan Glover,with Jonathan and Gwen Adshead,and be back,thank you very much,thanks for listening,over ran,blast! (laughs)


